IL19 Overhead Induction Loop

Complete Induction Loop system that simply requires power and audio input. The Overhead Loop works in conjunction with the ILA10 amplifier which allows a microphone or alternative sound source to be broadcast through the overhead disc. Designed to be mounted overhead for optimal performance but may also be mounted on walls or within or under furniture. Low profile allows unit to be used in areas where there is shallow clearance.

Advantages

- Optimized for one-to-one conversations and focused audio signal for visual display (as in museum displays)
- Perfect for point-of-sale, reception desk
- Easy installation; Exceptional clarity
- Exceeds ADA compliance guidelines for assistive listening and provides optimal inclusivity for those with hearing loss

Approximate Field Size

Specifications

- Dimensions: 19” Diameter x 1.5” High
- Material: Self-Extinguishing PVC
- Amp Power: 110VAC